Stationary Grid Supporting Stones

♥ Love ♥
Surround yourself with love.
!Prehnite

!Rose Quartz

!Clear Quartz

!Blue Topaz

!Blue Calcite

∼ Abundance ∼
Attract prosperity and gifts of all kinds.
!Carnelian

!Citrine !Howlite !Prehnite !Pyrite !Red Jasper
!Tiger’s Eye !Blue Topaz !Amethyst

✡ Ascension✡
Encourage spiritual training and healing abilities. Experience
tranquility, peace, serenity and heaven on Earth.
!Amethyst !Howlite !Kyanite !Clear Quartz !Selenite
!Blue Topaz !Blue Calcite !Rose Quartz

! Dreamy"
Encourages deep peace and serenity as you fall asleep. It then
stimulates enlightenment and spiritual vision as you sleep and
enhances dream recall when you awake.
!Howlite

!Selenite

!Sodalite !Snowflake Obisidan
!Red Jasper

!Amethyst

∼ Sweet Dreams ∼

Creates and supports a state of peace and relaxation to gently cross over
into sleep. These crystals will not enhance dreams, but rather give you
permission to sleep peacefully as your body and mind replenish and
restore. It’s like falling asleep in the arms of your angels, knowing that you
are loved and watched over as you sleep.
!Blue Lace Agate !Prehnite !Rose Quartz !Howlite
!Black Obsidian (if protection is needed)

∞ Healing∞

Create your own Healing Sanctuary. Bring the body into balance
and promote healing on all levels. Body, Mind and Spirit.
!Prehnite

!Blue Lace Agate !Prehnite !Rose Quartz !Clear Quartz
!Unakite !Botswana Agate !Red Jasper

♦ Vitality ♦
These energetic friends enhance motivation, sharpen intellect and
improve clarity.
!Citrine

!Carnelian

!Pyrite

!Tiger’s Eye

!Blue Topaz

∼ Joy ∼
Encourage optimism. Bring joy to your home, yourself and others.
!Citrine

!Rose Quartz

!Sodalite

!Tiger’s Eye

!Blue Topaz

☯ Peace and Balance ☯
Perfect for creating clarity, balance and alignment. Peace comes
from acceptance of self and finding balance in your everyday life.
!Blue Lace Agate !Botswana Agate !Blue Calcite !Carnelian
!Hematite !Prehnite !Red Jasper !Selenite !Sodalite
!Snowflake Obsidian

! Protect and Clear Energy"
These powerful stones will cut through negativity block it from
entering your space.
!Amethyst !Hematite

!Kyanite !Red Jasper !Black Tourmaline
!Pyrite !Tiger’s Eye

Please Note: You can choose to use any combination of
the stones listed to create the desired result. There are
many more stones you can add, but this is a sufficient start.
Remember clear quartz is always a good choice!

